USS Artemis - NCC 83093
Mission Transcript
Stardate 10005.05

Host AGMSergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Start Artemis 10005.05>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CO2_Bryant says:
@::fiddling with the seat's controls, looking around and thinking that the bridge would look so good painted light green::
Host CO_Bryant says:
::::Puts thoughts of Momma Mia out of his head and tries to take stock of the situation and ignore the distractions of the loud colors and lights::::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ :: at helm of shuttle, heading towards the Artemis. ::
Host CO_Bryant says:
*ALL*  All department heads I want a sit rep coordinated through the second officer.
MO_Hardy says:
$::tries to make him self a little more comfortable in his seat::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The CMO is still "locked" in the Empty room., now that the OPS officer has disappeared
CMO_Parker says:
:: stands, looking at his surroundings, the colorful walls, the disco music, the sleeping SEC, the light ball on the roof. There's no way to get out ::
CTO_Gore says:
$::Sitting in the seat behind the XO::
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks around the new room she is in with the Captain and others::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ MO/CTO/OPS: How ya doing, guys?
CSO_MacMer says:
::In corridors of the 'disco ship' with the majority of the crew.... figuring the layout of this... whatever it is...::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ :: continues to be on course. :: MO/CTO/OPS: We should be there in about.... :: checks :: five minutes.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$::watching his wife, XO Quest-MacPherson pilot the shuttle::
MO_Hardy says:
$ XO: doing ok I guess.....a little nervous though
CTO_Gore says:
$XO: I'm doing alright...just coming back from a leave..
SO_Donovan says:
::in a room somewhere::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Kayan, the FCO, CO and TO are on the bridge..
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ :: chuckles :: MO: It's expected... did you just graduated from the academy, ensign?
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CSO* Jason, do you have any ideas about exactly what's going on and just where in the Galaxy we might be?
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : CSO is still in a corridor
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$CTO: and how did you enjoy that?
CO2_Bryant says:
@::gets the incoming message from the Acting OPS Officer that a shuttle is approaching::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ :: checks over her shoulder and smiles at OPS ::
MO_Hardy says:
$XO: that's right mam.....
CO2_Bryant says:
@CSO2: Hey Fl... err... MacMer, get any idea if that's the people we are expecting?
CSO_MacMer says:
*CO*: No, Sir.  I'm not even certain yet if this is a ship, or a structure on a planet.
CTO_Gore says:
$XO: It was...interesting.  ::Pauses::  XO: So...which ship are you transferring from?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$XO: keep your eyes straight and don't crash us  ::chuckles::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ MO: Ah.... then.. welcome to the big league......
CMO_Parker says:
:: looks around... thinking maybe the SEC officer will wake up...::
FCO_Teasley says:
::reaches for a white light::
Ens_Bryn says:
*CSO*:  Jason, that last... transporter?  You did not come through or you went elsewhere?
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The "Room 1" room is, and I remind it, filled with three table like structures, with a chair to each
Host CO_Bryant says:
Ens: Can you try to see if there is some kind of pattern to exactly what's going on here?  Are we just transporting randomly or is there some kind of patter?  Or are we even transporting at all or is this some kind of cosmic Joke on a holodeck?
CSO_MacMer says:
*CO*: I thought I was just getting figured out how to go between levels here, when Kayan went to one place and I to another.  Did you'all do something up there?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$CTO: From the USS Apache... :: sighs, slightly homesick. :: It was a fine ship...
CSO2_McMer says:
@CO2: Yes, that seems to be them.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : They are filled with holographic lights, depicting strange symbols.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$:: chuckles at OPS' remark. ::  ALL: Well... everyone ready?  We're about to dock...
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Looks around the room:::
MO_Hardy says:
$XO thanks.....I just hope I  don't make a fool  out of my self.....had a few times i did that back at the academy
CO2_Bryant says:
@::nods at Fl... errr... MacMer, and takes her... err.... his center seat::
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CSO*  No I don't think we did anything, but to be honest I really don't know what "doing something" would be defined as here.
CO2_Bryant says:
@CSO2: Well, in that case... I guess we should hail them, right? ::nods at self for being so observant of what they have learned already::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$MO: everybody does that at the Academy at one time or another
Ens_Bryn says:
CO:  I'll see what I can come up with.  Has anyone figured out what these are?  ::points at the tables::
FCO_Teasley says:
::touches the white light::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$COM: Artemis: USS Artemis, this is shuttle craft 2, requesting permission to dock...
CSO2_McMer says:
@CO2: Good idea, sir.
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::sits down in one of the chairs and begins examining the table in front of him trying to puzzle out the purpose of it.::::
CTO_Gore says:
$XO: I'm sure you'll be feeling at home on the Artemis in no time.  It's a wonderful crew ::smiles::
CO2_Bryant says:
@::snaps fingers:: All: Oh there they are...
TO_Jury says:
::walks to the table and looks at it::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : As the white light is pushed forward, everyone feels like they are moving.. gently
CSO_MacMer says:
*CO*: I don't know either.  But in the corridors here there are no controls or anything other than the plates to open the doors and the glow ball transports between decks.
CMO_Parker says:
:: the light ball seems too high to reach... ::
Host CO_Bryant says:
ENS: not yet, but lets see if this does anything.... :::pushes on one of the pretty colors::::
TO_Jury says:
All: woooo
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$::misses his crew on the Delphyne::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$:: smiles weakly at CTO :: I'm sure I will.... :: goes back to the com. :: COM: Artemis: USS Artemis, do you copy?
Ens_Bryn says:
::steps up beside the table and sits down at another one::
CO2_Bryant says:
@COM: Shuttle: ::clears her... err... his throat:: We have been expecting you. You are cleared to dock... ::grins at CSO2::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The center of the room gets filled with stars, streaking by as if they where in a warp field
TO_Jury says:
CO: I think this ship is a rough copy of our own ship. The CMO is in the equivalent of our brig
CTO_Gore says:
::Turns to his console and scans the area::
MO_Hardy says:
$::wonder's if he will meet some familiar faces aboard the Artemis::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$COM: Artemis: Thank you ... captain....
CSO2_McMer says:
@::smiles back::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$:: begins docking procedures. :: Self: I hate this part......
FCO_Teasley says:
::feels like he's moving real fast::
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: but the size is way off, I mean the Artemis is only 300 yards long, there has been almost a mile in between us.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$XO: please oh please don't crash us!
CSO_MacMer says:
*CO*: Most of the crew is here in the corridors, should I get them organized into some sort of search teams?
TO_Jury says:
Scans room with tricorder::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ :: minutes later, the shuttle is docked in shuttle bay 2. ::
CMO_Parker says:
:: tries to find answers... this is probably just a dream. I am on the brig, sleeping... a concussion from the field... ::
CTO_Gore says:
$::Thought something sounded odd about the captain::
CSO2_McMer says:
@::monitors the shuttle on sensors::
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CSO* Go ahead # 2, we have to find out somehow to get back to where we belong.
FCO_Teasley says:
::touches a yellow light::
CSO_MacMer says:
*CO*: Aye, sir.
CO2_Bryant says:
@*XO* Welcome to the Artemis. I'll see you in... err... my ready room.
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks over the panel and tries to find some sort of pattern::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::::Pushes the button that turned on the streaking lights again and then decides to push another one.:::::
TO_Jury says:
CO: the dimensions may be different but our relative locations are similar to that of the Artemis
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : As the FCO stops touching the white light, the stars stop streaking by..
CSO_MacMer says:
:Taking stock of the crew and what items they have with them, then organizing them into teams based  on equipment and specialties....::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: looks over at OPS and cross her eyes at him. :: OPS: Thanks a lot, dear.....
CMO_Parker says:
:: taps badge :: *CO*: Parker to Bryant... Do you read?
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CMO* Go ahead Parker
CTO_Gore says:
@::Stands and pulls his duffel bag out from the back compartment, slinging it over his shoulder::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@*CO2*: Yes sir...
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::smiles:: XO: your welcome anytime honey
SO_Donovan says:
::tries to find other crewmembers with his tricorder::
CO2_Bryant says:
@::stands and nods at the crew:: CSO2: MacMer, all... don't forget your names... and MacMer, you got the bridge. I'll be in my RR
CSO_MacMer says:
::Ensuring each team has some sort of weapon, a PADD, and if possible a tricorder...::
TO_Jury says:
*CSO*: are you still in a corridor?
MO_Hardy says:
@::dear???? honey?? i think i have missed something here::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@:: looks at everyone in the shuttle craft :: ALL: Well... here we are.... I hope you enjoyed my flying.... :: grins :: And thank you for flying Space Craft Airline...
CSO2_McMer says:
@CO2: Yes sir.
Ens_Bryn says:
CO:  There seems to be some sort of pattern to these symbols.  ::points to them::  They appear to be grouped... perhaps by categories...  ::looks closely at one of the odder symbols::
MO_Hardy says:
@::pulls his duffel bag out from the back compartment, slinging it over his shoulder::
CMO_Parker says:
*CO*: Captain, I'm stuck in a room... Mr. Hewitt has disappeared and the security officer won't wake up. Also, this room seems inescapable.
FCO_Teasley says:
::touches a yellow light::
CTO_Gore says:
@::Chuckles as he opens the shuttle door::
CSO_MacMer says:
*TO*: Affirmative.  I haven't moved since the transport following Ens. Bryn's
TO_Jury says:
CO: just like a brig
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: winks over at the MO, as she opens the hatch, and drags her suitcase behind her. ::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::being an ex-Engineer, he begins to look over the Artemis::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
<- opens the hatch.>
Host CO_Bryant says:
ENS: see if you can find some way to discern their function Kayan.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The yellow light bring up a star system map on the air next to the image from the outside.. This light is shaped like a star shining..
CO2_Bryant says:
@::walks to his ready room, now sure that he looks gorgeous... Gala thinks to herself that she should find some time to have a nice dinner with the real Captain Bryant sometime::
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CMO* How did Lt. Hewitt disappear?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@:: takes a deep breath and looks around. :: OPS: Well.. honey... welcome home.. huh?
TO_Jury says:
*CSO*: try transporting again, I'll track you.
MO_Hardy says:
@::tries to remember the layout of the ship as he  walks out of the shuttle craft:: Self:  now where did they putt the crew quarters
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : OPS finds nothing wrong with the Artemis.. No apparent damage.. Exterior or interior.
CSO2_McMer says:
@::as CO2 leaves, hesitantly settles into the center chair and starts rearranging the configuration on the armrest panel::
CTO_Gore says:
@::Walks out of the shuttle bay into the corridor.  Nods to a few crew he passes in the hallway and steps onto the turbolift heading for his quarters::
FCO_Teasley says:
::touches a silver one::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::sighs:: XO: yep, I guess this our new home Honey
CMO_Parker says:
*CO*: A glowing ball fell from the ... roof ... and hit him. He disappeared... that's all I know.
Ens_Bryn says:
::nods, as she continues to try and decipher the categories::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@OPS: I've been told to see the captain at his ready room... soo... :: looks at the boxes in the back of the shuttle :: I guess we can take care of that later.... :: smiles ::
MO_Hardy says:
@XO: what ?
CSO_MacMer says:
*TO*: Ok, give me couple minutes.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : As the FCO touches the lights on his panel, the controls seem very similar to the ones on the Artemis.. For his console, only arranged in different places..
CMO_Parker says:
*CO*: Also, he is thinking that there are life forms, watching us.
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CMO* Well I would recommend you dodge any glowing balls that come your way till further notice.
CTO_Gore says:
@::Drops his bag off in his quarters and heads back for the TL::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: gives OPS a kiss on the cheek :: OPS: I'll be on the bridge, hon.  Rest up.. and then... report to duty... :: grins :::
CO2_Bryant says:
@::entering the RR, he rearranges the framed picture, the only touch of herself she dared to place there... it looks much better now::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@ ::smiles:: XO: that we can
CMO_Parker says:
*CO*: Aye.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@MO: I'll see you later.... :: turns to greet the CTO, but saw that he was already gone. ::
CO2_Bryant says:
@::rearranges some PADDs, takes his seat, and starts looking at some file or another, remembers he should look kind of grumpy::
FCO_Teasley says:
::sees the controls look like his console but rearranged differently::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::gives her a kiss back:: XO: yes sir!
TO_Jury says:
CO this ship is slightly different copy of the Arty. We are on the bridge. CMO is in the brig. The balls are like turbo lift.
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks up at the FCO and sees that nothing of any harm has yet to occur... yet.  Decides to try a couple of combinations on the panel before her::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@:: heads off to TL :: TL: Um.. bridge....  :: suddenly nervous. ::
SO_Donovan says:
*CSO*:sir this is Donovan can you give your location.....I'm kinda lost
CSO2_McMer says:
@::gets bored with the panel and uses it to lean on and watch the blinking light under the viewscreen::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Gathering up a couple of my science dept people, we go to the far end of the corridor,,, this time the 3 of us touch the globe at the same time...::
Host CO_Bryant says:
*TO* so how do the Turbo Lifts work?
FCO_Teasley says:
::tries to access the navigational part::
MO_Hardy says:
@:: gets his gear and head's for the TL::
CO2_Bryant says:
@::drums fingers on the desk and wonders when the XO is going to arrive?::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : CSO goes into another corridor, and fins the SO::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::MacPherson-Quest takes some things out of the shuttle and proceeds to take them to their quarters::
CO2_Bryant says:
@*XO* Well? Are you coming or what?
CSO_MacMer says:
SO: Well, I guess this answers your question!  ::grinning...::
CTO_Gore says:
@::Arrives on the bridge::  CSO2: CTO Gore reporting for duty sir.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@:: arrives at the bridge, takes a deep breath before exiting the TL :: *CO2*: I'm right outside your door, sir.
MO_Hardy says:
@::enters the TL:: TL: Crew Quarters
CO2_Bryant says:
@XO: Enter, then!
CSO_MacMer says:
*TO*: OK, I've transported.  Take a fix on me now...
TO_Jury says:
*CSO* describe the transportation balls please
CSO2_McMer says:
@CTO: Ah, yes... welcome back. ::stops leaning on the panel::
SO_Donovan says:
CSO: guess so sir. where are we
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@:: enters into the RR and stands at attention. ::
CO2_Bryant says:
@::stands:: XO: As you were ::waves his hand carelessly:: I was just wondering if you had gotten lost.
CTO_Gore says:
@::Smiles:: CSO2: How have you been?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@CO: Lt. Commander Jerni Quest-Macpherson reporting for duty, sir...
CSO2_McMer says:
@CTO: Uh... good, good.  And you?
CO2_Bryant says:
@XO: Not that this is a big ship, but... I trust your trip was uneventful.... oh and Welcome, please take a seat.
CSO_MacMer says:
*TO*: They're glowing balls in the air.  No real substance.  You touch them and you transport.  It also works if more than one touches it at the same item.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: relaxes, but still have hands behind her back. ::
Ens_Bryn says:
CO:  Captain, these stations are not unlike those of a ship.  At a guess... I think mine might be Engineering.  But I would not swear to that at the moment.
CMO_Parker says:
:: tries to revive the SEC officer once more ::
CTO_Gore says:
@CSO2: Just great.. ::Walks over with a smile and mans tactical::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@CO2: Thank you... :: takes the seat :: The trip was pleasant.. thank you.. :: nervously smiles.::
MO_Hardy says:
::Arrives at his quarter's and drops of he's gear and head's to sickbay:: Self: this is as good a time as any to report to the CMO
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : FCO can see that as he moves some of the lights, the star map in front of him changes
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::after exiting the TL, MacPherson-Quest walks inside the XO quarters and sets the boxes down:: Hmm these quarters are real nice. Better than my old back on the Delphyne ::chuckles::
CSO2_McMer says:
@::smiles back and resumes watching the blinking light::
Host CO_Bryant says:
ENS: then that would most likely make this one the Flight Control station and that one the OPS console, lets see if we can't make this thing work.... and at least figure out where we are.
TO_Jury says:
*CSO* if you touch them in different places do they take you in a different direction?
CO2_Bryant says:
@::looks at her intently:: XO: I sincerely hope my grumpy fame doesn't precede me... ::frowns a bit, then laughs:: We'll have a great time together, I am sure.
FCO_Teasley says:
::sees the starmap changing::
MO_Hardy says:
@::enters the TL ::TL: sickbay
FCO_Teasley says:
::looks for the Artemis's location::
CTO_Gore says:
@CSO2: So anything interesting happen while i was gone?  ::Looks over at the CSO2::
CSO_MacMer says:
*TO*: Three of us touched one together this last time and we all went to the same place...
Ens_Bryn says:
CO:  Maybe you could pull up a view screen on yours?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@CO2: Well... I've heard nothing but good reports about the Artemis... and I deem it a privilege to be able to serve under you.
CSO_MacMer says:
*TO*: Next time we can try experimenting with that idea though.... Have a fix yet?
CSO2_McMer says:
@CTO: Hmm, uh... ::thinks:: No.
Host CO_Bryant says:
FCO: why does that Look strangely just like where we were before we got bombarded by the disco god?
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : the FCO can see a bright green light in the middle of the stars..
MO_Hardy says:
@::stands out side sickbay:: Self: here we go      ::enters sickbay::
CO2_Bryant says:
@::beaming:: XO: I hope we will live to the expectations... anyway, I trust you have been briefed of our mission while en route?
TO_Jury says:
*CSO* try touching the ball whilst thinking about moving to the bridge
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::walks over to the replicator:: Scottish tea, from the Spey River Valley, medium hot
CSO_MacMer says:
*TO*: I can try that one also, but have you gotten a fix yet?
CMO_Parker says:
*Med Team A*: Report
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::starts pushing some buttons that would correspond with the viewscreen controls on a normal console.
MO_Hardy says:
@::looks around sickbay for the CMO::
FCO_Teasley says:
::sees a bright a green light in the middle and closes on that part::
TO_Jury says:
::walks to where he thinks the tactical position is on the bridge
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: blinks a bit :: CO2: Actually, no sir... I was told that I would be brief when I come aboard.... I thought that was kinda strange, but I didn't question Star Fleet Command.
CO2_Bryant says:
@::nods, new bit of info:: XO: We're going to the Rangel system, to mediate over a dispute. Nothing we cannot handle I am sure.
CTO_Gore says:
@::Looks back at his console doing some routine reports::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The stars shown on the center of the room change, to see a bigger version of the Starmap.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : FCO can see a Ship shaped form, as he zooms closer.
CSO_MacMer says:
::Turning to SO:: SO: Take Johnson and Kat here, and using PADDs and Tricorders try to map out this.... ship.  Do some transports....
Ens_Bryn says:
FCO:  I take it that is either us here or the Artemis' location?
FCO_Teasley says:
::sees something that looks like a ship::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@CO2: ah... sounds like a similar mission that I was in... :: smiles :: I'm sure it'll be fine...
CSO_MacMer says:
SO: I'll keep working with the TO.
SO_Donovan says:
CSO: yes sir
CSO2_McMer says:
@::finds the blinking light too hypnotic and starts skimming through databases::
CO2_Bryant says:
@XO: You can start familiarizing with your quarters, freshening up... we'll be arriving there shortly. ::stands and extends his hand:: I'll see you in the bridge in 20 minutes.
FCO_Teasley says:
Ens: I'll tell you in a second
FCO_Teasley says:
::continues to close in on the object::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@:: stands up as well, and shakes the CO2's hand :: CO2: Thank you sir...
Ens_Bryn says:
::nods as she works on figuring out her own station::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::finishes his tea and exits the quarters to bring more of his the XO's belongings. Enters the TL:: TL: shuttle bay 1
CO2_Bryant says:
@::shakes her hand firmly and motions her for the door, exiting the RR after her::
TO_Jury says:
*CSO* you are 5 meters down from us and 20 meters behind the bridge
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: exits the ready room. ::
CMO_Parker says:
<Alpha Officer> *CMO*: Doctor, I'm confused. Me and the rest of the team have been sent around the place. Each time they touch one of these light balls, they transport.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : As the FCO zooms closer, the shape looks nowhere near the Artemis'
SO_Donovan says:
::starts walking around the ship with the two techs::
TO_Jury says:
::examines the tactical position console::
FCO_Teasley says:
Ens: That's not our ship
Host CO_Bryant says:
ENS, FCO, TO: That's where WE are.... where is MY ship though.?
CMO_Parker says:
*Alpha Officer*: Is there a pattern to these transporters?
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks up at the screen::  Hmmm...   FCO: I don't think that is the Artemis.  I wonder if that is us then?
TO_Jury says:
Touches a light he thinks is the tactical display::
CSO_MacMer says:
*TO*: Ok, I'll try directing myself to the bridge now...  ::Touching the globe this time with thoughts of going to the bridge, combined with joining Bryn...::
CO2_Bryant says:
@::steps on the bridge and nods to Gore:: CTO: It's good to have you back, Mr. Gore.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: enters into the TL :: TL: Er... hum... :: not sure where to go. ::
CTO_Gore says:
@::Walks down to the captain:: CO2: Captain, CTO Gore reporting for duty ::smiles::
CMO_Parker says:
<CMO2> :: looks up :: MO: Can I help you?
Host CO_Bryant says:
::::smiles::: Ens: I really don't wanna pull back in to starbase in the Magic bus.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The CSO alone appears on the bridge
CSO2_McMer says:
@CO2: Captain.  ::stands::
CTO_Gore says:
@CO2: Thank you sir
CO2_Bryant says:
@::smiles back:: CTO: I feel much easier now that you are back, Mr. Gore
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::exits the TL and gets the rest of the boxes out of the shuttle and takes them back to their quarters and then heads to the Bridge::
TO_Jury says:
ALL: Bingo
Ens_Bryn says:
CO:  Magic tour bus sir?
FCO_Teasley says:
::uses the nav. scanners to find the Artemis::
Host CO_Bryant says:
::::almost jumps behind the table that he's working at::::
CTO_Gore says:
@::Steps back behind tactical::
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: DON"T Do that!
CO2_Bryant says:
@::turns to CSO2:: CSO2: Everything fine during my brief absence I hope?
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : TO can see a smaller version of the map, filled with strange symbols hovering in front of him, over his "table"
TO_Jury says:
CO: You must think where you want to go and the balls take you there.
CSO2_McMer says:
@CO2: Yes sir, completely.
MO_Hardy says:
@CMO2:   errrr emm....oh right a Ensign Hardy Kiìmtesh reporting for duty Sir....I'm here as your new MO
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks up at Jason::  CSO:  About time you got here.  ::relief shows faintly in her eyes::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: checks the TL's computer panel :: self: ah... TL: Deck 3.
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: so these things are psychic turbolifts?
TO_Jury says:
ALL: cool TL don't you think
CO2_Bryant says:
@CSO2: Just peachy... ::takes his seat::
TO_Jury says:
CO: it seems so sir
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: sure if you can get one of them to get us back on the bridge of my ship.
Ens_Bryn says:
Hmmm...  ::notes to little balls of light on her console that seem to match those in the back::  I wonder...  ::touches one of the light balls::
Host CO_Bryant says:
::::thinks for a second:::
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Sorry, sir.  This time I transported and I thought about going to the bridge, and to you all.... ::Only a slight exaggeration::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: arrives at the MacPherson's Quarters and looks around for OPS ::
CSO2_McMer says:
@CO2: Peachy.  Very.  ::takes seat to the side of center seat::
CMO_Parker says:
<CMO2> MO: Welcome Ensign. You are assigned to the Alpha team.
CO2_Bryant says:
@FCO2: ETA to the Rangel system, Mr. Teasley?
TO_Jury says:
CO: we could ask the crew to go to their stations by thinking and using the balls
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: HEY, if they will take you wherever you want to go why wouldn't they take us right back where we want to be?
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : As the Ens touches one of the lights, they dim, and the bigger lights disappear from all the rooms::
CO2_Bryant says:
@<FCO2> CO2: 20 minutes, sir.
MO_Hardy says:
@CMO2: Yes sir
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: Good Idea...
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::he forgot his PADD and heads back to their quarters::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: takes a short tour of the ship ::
FCO_Teasley says:
::tries to locate the Artemis::
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: Jason, its all well and good that we can move around at will now, but where is the Artemis?
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : XO finds nothing wrong, other than the seemingly lost officer here and there
CSO2_McMer says:
@CO2: I haven't seen a couple of our new crewmembers...
CMO_Parker says:
<Alpha Officer> *CMO*: Not that I can see.
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: I don't know.  Are there sensors on this thing?
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks back at the light that has vanished::  I am not sure that is what I wanted.  ::touches the other lighted ball::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: looks at the passing officers and gives them a smile, in respond to their puzzling "who are you?" look ::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : the Lights come back on everywhere.
CSO_MacMer says:
::Looking around the room trying to take in what everyone seems to be doing.....::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@*XO*: where are you at?
CO2_Bryant says:
@All: All right... let's do some routine... I'd like level 3 diagnostics on all systems. CSO2: MacMer, please let all department heads know... oh and we can receive the new crew as soon as their shift starts. I am sure OPS will be joining us with the XO just before we reach Rangel.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@:: bumps into OPS in the corridor ::
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: to be honest I don't even know if there are heads on this thing, but the consoles seem to correspond with the consoles that one would normally find on a ship.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :; rubs her head. :: OPS: Right here....
TO_Jury says:
CO: I seem to have the tactical position here.
CMO_Parker says:
*Alpha Officer*: Thanks Ensign. See what you can do about finding Macmer... I bet he would know something about this.
MO_Hardy says:
@CMO2: anything I should know about or anything I should do right now ::a little unsure of what to do:: 
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::laughs:: XO: oh here you are
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: try accessing the sensors for targeting and see if you can find the ship.
CTO_Gore says:
::Begins a level 3 diagnostic on the tactical systems::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The TO catches a special character in the middle of the tactical screen.. it looks like.. A federation symbol?
CSO2_McMer says:
@CO2: Right.  ::starts spreading word to the department heads::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Making an assumption, walking over the Bryn:: Bryn: Have you figured out where the Science console is?
FCO_Teasley says:
::accesses the navigational records::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: chuckles :: OPS: Shall we head to the bridge then?  I'm sure you'll need to report for duty as well... and I need to head that way anyway..
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: I know that this sounds crazy but I want you to try transporting with that ball thingy again, but this time I want you to think of your quarters on the Artemis.
SO_Donovan says:
Johnson/Kat: Try to find some lights like the ones the CSO was using to transport
Ens_Bryn says:
::notes that the lights are back on::  I wonder what happens if I touch both at the same time ::lightly touches the lights on her panel::
CO2_Bryant says:
@CTO: Dig up any info on Rangel... what kind of dispute we're going to mediate, I'm afraid SFC has been somewhat scarce in the information they gave us ::looks disappointed::
TO_Jury says:
CO: I seem to have the Artemis' position sir
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@XO: well I have to go to our quarters and pick up my PADD
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : FCO can't find the equivalent to the navigational records.. he can, however seem to be able to mark a spot in space with a cross that hovers through the starmap as he moves a cross shaped light
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: give the FCO the coordinates.
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Aye sir.  Maybe Bryn can locate the sensors and do some area scans in the mean time.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@:: nods :: OPS: Ok.. you do that.... I'll see you...:: points up :: Up there...
CMO_Parker says:
@<CMO2> MO: I would suggest settling into your quarters. Your shift doesn't begin for a few hours.
Host CO_Bryant says:
FCO: see if you can make us go there.
Ens_Bryn says:
CSO:  Lt. Teasley has navigation, the captain is playing with Ops and I have engineering at the moment.  I am not sure there is one... yet.
CTO_Gore says:
@CO2: That's odd...should I contact Starfleet command to clarify the details of our mission sir?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::looks around and sees no one, then he gives Jerni a kiss::
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Yes sir
FCO_Teasley says:
::charts course for the coordinates::
SO_Donovan says:
::runs some scans and  records them in a PADD::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Heading back to the glow ball, giving Bryn a long look, then thinking of returning to my quarters in the Artemis, I touch the glow...::
FCO_Teasley says:
::pushes the big white button::
MO_Hardy says:
@CMO2: oh...alright then Sir I'll see ya in a few hours then........until then Sir  ::turns around and head's out of sickbay::
CO2_Bryant says:
@::hummmms to self:: CTO: Nawwww, just give me basic info about their dispute... no need to be so drastic. Perhaps I just forgot. Too much time without an XO, although MacMer has performed admirably as usual ::grins::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: Pushes him gently away :: OPS: Er.... later, hon... :: blushes furiously. ::
CSO2_McMer says:
@CO2: Thank you sir.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::laughs:: XO: well no one was around! ::smiles::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :; heads off to the TL :: OPS: I'll see you really soon... :: smiles :: TL: Bridge.
CTO_Gore says:
@CO2: ok...I'll have some information soon sir.
TO_Jury says:
::scans the tactical display::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The stars on the middle of the room streak by, but the To can see it seems like the federation symbol is getting farther away from their current position, as shown on the map
FCO_Teasley says:
::pushes the silver light::
MO_Hardy says:
@::take's a look at the ship roster to see if he finds any familiar name::
Ens_Bryn says:
::mumbles::  Well, that did not seem to do anything... ::sits back watching Jason vanish::
CO2_Bryant says:
@CTO: Good, thank you Nathan. ::hopes he remembered his first name right::
CTO_Gore says:
@::Looks up all information on the Rangel system, and anything to do with a dispute in the system::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The Silver Buttons seems to make the star map streak by fast, showing a federation symbol in the middle now.. and the TO can see their direction has changed, somehow..
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::smiles and walks to their quarters and enters them. Picks up his special PADD and then exits the quarters to the TL, checking out the Artemis structural integrity::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : They are getting closer to the federation symbol
TO_Jury says:
CO: sir I suggest we ready a boarding party for when we reach the Artemis
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@:: arrives on the bridge and looks around, and sees people there that she haven't noticed before. ::
CMO_Parker says:
@<CMO2> :: resumes working ::
FCO_Teasley says:
::maintains course::
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: good idea....
Host CO_Bryant says:
*ALL* this is the captain, anyone with a phaser give a shout!
CO2_Bryant says:
@::looks up at the XO and nods at her, then gives his attention back at some funny display or another... thinking that it's funny they use so boring controls in their ships...::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::enters the TL:: TL: Bridge
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: steps onto the bridge, and looks at CSO2 ::
MO_Hardy says:
@::finds  a familiar name  on the ships personnel roster:: Self: well this is interesting......
CMO_Parker says:
*CO*: Captain, I have a phaser. It's the security officers.
TO_Jury says:
::touches a light on his panel that he thinks is the shields::
Ens_Bryn says:
::pats the knife in her boot hoping no weapons are needed::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : A few voices can be heard by the CO
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@CTO: Greetings again... :: trying to figure out who CSO2 is ::
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: see if you can figure out how to get that phaser here please? and the rest of them also.
CTO_Gore says:
@XO: Hello commander ::smiles::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The lights all over the ship go green, and the TO can see a small arua over the symbol of what he thinks is the alien ship they are on.
CSO2_McMer says:
@::wonders why the XO is looking at him that way::
Host CO_Bryant says:
ALL: Ok someone got a guess as to what this means?
CO2_Bryant says:
@::looks up at Gore:: CTO: Well? Do we have the basics so far?
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: is it some kind of proximity sensor?
CTO_Gore says:
@CO2: Captain, I've found the information with regard to the dispute in the Rangel system.  There is a small civil war over a dilithium mine, two sides claim ownership.  I'm transferring the details to your station sir.
MO_Hardy says:
::look's though the computer records from  the academy just to make sure it's the same Jury he was at the Academy with: Self: ...............
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: smiles over at CTO's direction, but draws her eyebrows in frustration, trying to remember who that funny looking CSO2 is. :: self: wished I studied the crew roster better while we were on our way here....
CO2_Bryant says:
@::stands:: XO: Oh, and this charming gentleman over here :;points to CSO2:: is Commander Jason O. MacMer, the ship's Second Officer, and Chief Science in his spare time.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::exits the TL and heads over to the CO2:: CO2: Operations Officer Lt.JG MacPherson-Quest reporting for duty
CSO2_McMer says:
@::looks at the CO2's station over his shoulder::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@:: goes up to CSO2 :; CSO2: I'm sorry... but of course, you have to be the CSO... :: offers to shake his hand ::
FCO_Teasley says:
::keeps eye on course projection::
CO2_Bryant says:
@::nods at OPS:: OPS: Charmed to have you here... Now please take your station.
CSO2_McMer says:
@::looks at the offered hand and duplicates the gesture::  XO: Sir.
CSO_MacMer says:
*CO*: Sir, I materialized on another deck.  Probably the one I started on....
CTO_Gore says:
@::Checks the Long range sensors::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::nods and assumes his station::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The Federation symbol is closing, but it still seems far away..
MO_Hardy says:
@::walk back to his quarters and takes a sonic shower and gets ready for duty::
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CSO* see if you can make it back here Jason.
CO2_Bryant says:
@::decides to redecorate, no matter what, the bridge is booooring::
CSO_MacMer says:
*CO*: I'll go to the nearest globe and return to the... er.... bridge...
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : In his search, the CO finds something that looks like a microphone on his table
CMO_Parker says:
:: sits on the floor next to the SEC officer, whistling ::
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CSO* Very well.
CO2_Bryant says:
@FCO2: Drop to impulse before we enter the system... ::grins at Jasha, impersonating Teasley to a tee:: And take us into orbit...
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::looking over the OPS panel. Making sure the required power is going to the right Station::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::looks around for something that looks like it would open a communications channel:::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Heading back to the corridor, coming across a couple of people who confirm that yes, its the same corridor I started on.... go to a glow globe, think of returning to the bridge.... and touching the globe::
CO2_Bryant says:
@OPS: Hail the Rangel's factions as soon as we're there.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@CSO2: Pleasure to meet you....
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : A button with a kind of face in it raises the COs attention..
TO_Jury says:
:: scans the tactical map display::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CO2: aye sir
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::pushes it:::
FCO_Teasley says:
::takes a second look at the course::
CSO2_McMer says:
@XO: Same to you, sir.
CO2_Bryant says:
@<FCO2> CO2: Aye, sir! Dropping to impulse... we'll be in orbit in 5 minutes, sir.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : TO can see no more ships in the area, only the alien and the federation symbol.
TO_Jury says:
Tries to determine if they are moving the right direction::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Materializing on the 'bridge'::
CTO_Gore says:
@::Scans the Rangel system for ships or otherwise::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The microphone "rises" to meet the CO's mouth.
TO_Jury says:
FCO: I may be able to direct you by this tactical display
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@:: stands on the other side of the CO2 ::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : CTO finds no other ships in LRS..
CO2_Bryant says:
@::finds himself touching his face, and tries to get its reflection from his armrest's panel... definitely dinner and a cozy chat::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Thinking hard about wanting to find the Science console, Jason looks around the bridge for a likely candidate...::
FCO_Teasley says:
TO: Good
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : TO can see the federation symbol getting closer, in relation to the Alien symbol.. So..
CO2_Bryant says:
@::raises his eyes and sees the XO:: XO: Please take a seat, Commander, unless you are trying to grow up? ::brows knit for a moment, then he giggles::
MO_Hardy says:
@::walk out of his quarter's and head's for the TL::
FCO_Teasley says:
::takes a looks at the display and sets proper coordinates::
TO_Jury says:
FCO: we appear to be heading in the right direction
CMO_Parker says:
:: stands up and runs hands along the walls ::
Host CO_Bryant says:
::clears his throat::: To any federation ship that can hear me, this is Captain Cody Bryant of the USS Artemis, my ship has been hijacked and is in the hands of unknown criminals please take all necessary action to seize her and secure her if you encounter her.
CTO_Gore says:
@::Hears the captain giggling, "is that the first time he's laughed?"::
Host CO_Bryant says:
FCO: see if you can make us go faster.
CO2_Bryant says:
@OPS: Hail the Rangels. Tell them that the USS Artemis has arrived, and that Captain Cody Bryant is ready to begin negotiations.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@:: chuckles :: CO2: I've been sitting for the past 2 days.... I'm quite willing to stand for a while, sir.. if you don't mind.... :: curious look. ::
MO_Hardy says:
@::enter's the TL:: TL: sickbay
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CO2: aye sir
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks over at the FCO and on a hunch, pushes one of the buttons that might give him more power::
MO_Hardy says:
@::exit's the TL  and head's for SB::
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Yes sir
CO2_Bryant says:
XO: Well, suit yourself... ::waves her... err... his hands in complacency::
FCO_Teasley says:
::increases speed::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Walking over to an area of console noone else is using and attempting to figure it out....::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The starts in the screen seem to start streaking faster, as the FCO and Ens work together.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: looks strangely at CO2, but then shake the passing thought. ::
Ens_Bryn says:
CSO:  OK.. I think that console there is yours... if I am reading this console at all.  ::points to the console next to hers::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@COMM: Jerhajh and Perlack, this is the Starship USS Artemis. CO Cody Bryant is ready for negotiations
CO2_Bryant says:
@CTO: Just in case, arm our photon and quantums... I don't want them to fire at us while they try to settle the dispute on their own.
TO_Jury says:
*security team alpha*: Please use the transport balls to get to the weapons store and equip yourselves for a ship to ship boarding. Then report to what should be the transporter room
CSO_MacMer says:
Bryn: OK, sounds good.  ::Stepping over to the other console..::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : OPS gets no reply from the planet
Ens_Bryn says:
::grins at the FCO::  FCO:  We might get this yet
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CO2: no reply
MO_Hardy says:
@::enters SB::
CTO_Gore says:
@CO2: Arming photon and quantum torpedoes sir.
CO2_Bryant says:
@::drums his fingers on the armrest of his chair:: OPS: None at all? Can you get any communication between themselves?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: looks over at OPS, curious :: Self: No reply?
CO2_Bryant says:
@CTO: Can you tell me if there is any weapon's firing on the surface?
Ens_Bryn says:
CSO:  If not, maybe you could tell me if it is tactical station  ::smiles up at him::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CO2: I'll give it a try
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: tries to rationalize the situation. ::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The TO finds a curious big red button...
TO_Jury says:
*security team alpha* :before you touch the ball think of the weapons store
CTO_Gore says:
@::Scans the surface for weapons fire::
CO2_Bryant says:
@::shakes his head:: Aloud: So silly, fighting each other for a silly dilithium mine!
CSO_MacMer says:
::Examining the console, looking for what might be sensor controls....::  Bryn: Ok, any clue as to how things are coded on this ship?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@COMM: Jerhajh, this is the Starship USS Artemis. CO Cody Bryant is ready for negotiations
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The CSO can figure out something on his table.. LRS, little more..
MO_Hardy says:
@CMO2: anything ya need me to do?
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : OPSgets no reply again..
CSO2_McMer says:
@::snickers at CO2's remark::
FCO_Teasley says:
Ens: Let's just get back to the ship ok?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@CO2: Perhaps they were not aware that we were coming?
CO2_Bryant says:
@::knows Fl... err... CSO2 is snickering, knows him too well::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CO2: no reply from the Jerhajh
Ens_Bryn says:
CSO:  Everything is grouped into similar patterns.  Think of the logic of the console on the Artemis and you will start to get an idea of what you are working with.
CO2_Bryant says:
@XO: Well, in that case, we have no other choice but to make our presence known...
CTO_Gore says:
@CO2: Captain, I am picking up isolated pockets of weapons fire on the planet.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@:: dryly :: CO2:... and forgot the welcoming committee....
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@COMM: Perlack, this is the Starship USS Artemis. CO Cody Bryant is ready for negotiations
CSO_MacMer says:
::Feeling lucky, punching an innocuous looking button, and a display appears for viewing....::
CO2_Bryant says:
@OPS: Thank you Mr... Quest. ::decides MacPherson is too long to type...err... say::
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: can you get enough resolution to figure out who has our ship?
TO_Jury says:
CO: we are heading towards what I think is the Artemis
Ens_Bryn says:
FCO:  Yes, but I would love to check this ships capabilities out.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@:: chuckles at CO2's comment ::
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Sir, I just figured out how to turn it on.  Give a couple of minutes to figure this out.....
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: think you can figure out how to raise the shields?
CMO_Parker says:
@<CMO2> MO: No thanks ensign. But if you are looking for something to do, why not try out the Holodecks? We've had them upgraded.. Top of the range...
TO_Jury says:
::scans his tactical console and pushes a button that looks like the one for shields::
CO2_Bryant says:
@XO: I am wondering about if to send a torpedo to the surface or take a shuttle... ::tilts his head to a side, wondering exactly how bright lights the detonation of a torpedo would make against the surface::
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: any idea of the weapons capability of this glowing crate?
CSO_MacMer says:
::Looking again at the controls, on a hunch trying to focus on my need to figure out the sensor controls.... while reaching towards what I hope are the right toggles...::
CO2_Bryant says:
@CTO: Any signal of activity on the surface?
CSO2: You too... tell me whatever you see there, please.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : the lights on the ship become normal ..The Green aura that surrounded the representation of the alien ship disappears.
Ens_Bryn says:
:;working her console, tries to bring up a ships schematics::
TO_Jury says:
::pushes what he thinks is the weapons system button::
CTO_Gore says:
@CO2: There is some weapons fire on the surface sir.  
CSO2_McMer says:
@CO2: Right... ::checks sensors::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::gives it another try:: @COMM: Perlack, this is the Starship USS Artemis. CO Cody Bryant is ready for negotiations
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Ens Bryn comes up with a 3D model of a strange looking design.. No more info on it though..
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@COMM: Jerhajh, this is the Starship USS Artemis. CO Cody Bryant is ready for negotiations
CO2_Bryant says:
@::nods at the CTO:: CTO: How about... ::eyes narrow, in a dreamy way:: a wide set stun on the surface? That might get their attention...
CSO2_McMer says:
@CO2: He's right.
MO_Hardy says:
@CMO2: Ok Sir.....let me know if anything needs to be done      ::leaves SB yet again::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : OPS still gets no reply
TO_Jury says:
CO: it would seem reasonable that they would be the same as the Artemis
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CO2: still no reply to my COMMs
CO2_Bryant says:
@::looks at OPS:: OPS: Let's not waste your breath any longer, they are too busy fighting ::actually pouts::
Ens_Bryn says:
Kewl ::looks at the 3D model::  CO:  Sir, I don't recognize this type of ship at all?  Do you?
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: let me know when we are close enough to fire on them.
TO_Jury says:
CO: Sir could we override the Arty's systems from here using your security codes?
CTO_Gore says:
@CO2: I wouldn't recommend it sir...it may destroy there faith in letting us mediate the talks...
CMO_Parker says:
@<CMO2> MO: :: nods ::
MO_Hardy says:
::take's a stroll around the ship to make him self familiar with the ship::
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: jason, any chance that they are running with shields down?
FCO_Teasley says:
::checks the speed::
CSO_MacMer says:
:: Figuring out some of the controls.... able to steer the LRS at least... now how to focus it and set it for life signs...::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@CO2: hum.. why won't they answer?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::finds it unusual the CO is pouting::
CO2_Bryant says:
@CTO: I'm this close of destroying them anyway... ::slumps on the chair brooding::
Ens_Bryn says:
::starts to get the hang of this::
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: I intend to try Jury, and then I am going to have a long talk with a hijacker.
CO2_Bryant says:
@XO: It's obvious, they are busy pulling the triggers of their weapons to notice us...
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Sir, I don't know.  There may be no reason for them to have the shields up...
CMO_Parker says:
:: sits on the floor and waits ::
Host AGMSergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Artemis 10005.05>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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